Remarks from the International Road Transport Union

07.05.2020

With effect from 6 May, the Government of Ukraine has opened the border crossing between Rawa Ruska and Hrebenne, which is situated on the border of Poland.

Source: Government of Ukraine, ASMAP UA

16.04.2020

On 15 April 2020, the Ukrainian Government approved a mechanism allowing, on the basis of reciprocity, to take restrictive measures against those countries that have set restrictions towards Ukraine.

On the basis of reciprocity, appropriate measures can be applied to drivers and the crew of goods vehicles from countries which imposed border crossing restrictions to Ukrainian goods vehicles drivers and crew.

Meanwhile, rossing the state border of Ukraine is permitted for drivers and the crew of goods vehicles from countries which didn't impose any restrictions on Ukrainian goods vehicles drivers and the crew.

Source: IRU Moscow office

10.04.2020

As of 7 April, the following 19 border-crossing points are operational at the Ukrainian border:

Crossing points at the border with Belarus:
- Senkivka- Veselivka
- Novi Yarylovychi-Nova Huta
- Slavutych-Komaryn
- Vystupovychi-Nova Rudnia
- Domanove-Mokrany.

At the border with Poland:
- Krakowiec-Korchowa
- Yagodin-Dorohusk.

At the border with Slovakia:
- Uzhhorod-Vyshnie-Niemetske.

At the border with Hungary:
- Chop (Tysa)-Zakhon.

At the border with Romania:
- Diakove-Khalmeu
Given the fact that Ukraine and neighbouring countries have imposed restrictions on crossing the state borders, the State Border Service of Ukraine has released a list of checkpoints that operate between Ukraine and neighbouring countries.

In addition, to prevent the spread of COVID-19, Ukraine and most of the neighbouring countries have restricted entry of foreigners to their territory.

Crossing points at the border with Belarus:

In the Chernihiv region: "Senkivka-Veselivka", "Novi Yarylovichi-Novograd Nova Huta", "Slavutich-Komarin".

In the Kiev region: "Wilcha-Alexandrovka".

In the Zhytomyr region: "Vystupovichi-Novograd Rudnya".

In the Rivne region: "Gorodishche-Verkhny Terebezhiv", "Pulemets-Nevel".

In the Volyn region: "Dolsk-Mokhro", "Domanove-Mokran", "Pulemets-Tomashivka".

At the border with Poland:

In the Lviv region: "Rava-Ruska-Grebenne" and "Krakovets-Korchova".

In the Volyn region: "Yagodin-Dorohusk".

At the border with Slovakia:

In the Transcarpathian region: "Little Bereznian-Ubilia", "Uzhgorod-Cherry-German".

At the border with Hungary:

In the Transcarpathian region: "Luzhanka-Bereghshuran", "Vilok-Tisabech", "Kosino-Barabash", "Bell-Lony" and "Chop (Tisa) Zakhon".

At the border with Romania:
In the Transcarpathian region: "Dyakovo-Halmeu".

In the Chernivtsi region: "Porubne-Siret".

At the border with Moldova:

In the Odessa region: "Palanka-Beacons-Convenient", "Starokozache-Tudor", "Reni-Giurgiulesti", "Tabaki-Mirne".

In Vinnytsia region: "Mogilev-Podilskyi-Otach".

In Chernivtsi region: "Rossoshany-Brichen", "Mamaliga-Kriv".

At the border with Russia:

In the Kharkiv region: "Chugunovka-Verigovka", "Pletenivka-Shebekino", "Goptivka-Nekhoteevka".

In the Sumy region: "Greater Pysarivka-Grayvoron", "Yunakivka-Sudzha", "Bachevsk-Trostrebne", "Katerynivka-Krupets".

In Chernihiv region: "Gremyach-Pogar", "Senkovka-Novyy Yurkovichi".

In the Lugansk region: "Milove-Chertkovo", "Prosyane-Buhayivka", "Tanyushivka-Rovenky".

Source: State Border Services of Ukraine, AsMAP-Ukraine.